Background: [Remembering Sister Rosalie Bertell Ph.D.]
We all know that we have lost a giant with the passing of Sister
Rosalie Bertell, Ph.D.
I knew of Rosalie Bertell's work at the Roswell Park Memorial
Institute where she first gained invaluable insights into the
manner in which ionizing radiation degrades the health of
all and impairs the intelligence of very young children.
I was lucky enough to go with Rosalie on a trip to Korea to visit
the communities where the CANDU nuclear reactors are located,
seeing at first hand her compassionate heart and her scientific
mind working in seamless harmony.
To me, she is a trailblazer in the practice of Science and
Mathematics in the Public Interest -- something the human
community sorely needs if we are to survive our own
technologies.
It is pitiful to see scientists and engineers allowing themselves
to be shackled in jobs where their conscience is anaesthetized,
their voices are stilled, and their actions are severely limited
because they have sold their services to a corporation, a
government agency, or a military establishment.
Rosalie saw that science has to be put at the service of
humanity and that scientific language has to be demystified so
we can all understand the magnitude of the stakes and the
enormity of what we are doing to earth's living systems.
Scientific thought devoid of compassion, concern and action -for the good of humanity and all life on earth -- is not only
sterile, but rapidly becomes enormously destructive.
May Rosalie rest in peace, but may her spirit remain very much
alive and active in the world, because we need it – we need her –
so much.
Gordon Edwards.
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Sister Rosalie Bertell, GNSH Dr. Rosalie Bertell, GNSH, Ph.D.
Sr. Rosalie Bertell, GNSH, Ph. D, an internationally recognized
environmental epidemiologist, cancer researcher and public health
advocate, died June 14, 2012, at age 83 in Saint Mary Medical
Center, Langhorne, PA, in the 54th year of her religious life.
Dr. Bertell entered the field of cancer research at Roswell Park
Memorial Institute, Buffalo in the 1970s. What started there grew into
a lifetime devoted to research, writing, public speaking and advocacy
work on the effects of low-level radiation on human health.
Prior to founding the International Institute of Concern for Public
Health in Toronto, Canada in 1984, she was an Energy/Public Health
specialist at the Jesuit Centre for Social Faith and Justice in Toronto
for four years. Sister traveled the globe, researching and advising
ways of dealing with the chemical and nuclear hazards which
endanger the environment and erode the health of people worldwide
until shortly before her death.
Sister Rosalie authored two books, No Immediate Danger (1985) and
Planet Earth: The Latest Weapon of War (2000) ) and more than a
hundred articles. She was named to the Global 500 Roll of Honour
1993 (United Nations Environment Programme), and was the
recipient of the Right Livelihood Award, December, 1986.
Among other accolades, Sister Rosalie received numerous honorary
doctorates in recognition of her scholarly and professional work and
her efforts as a social justice advocate.
Born and educated in Buffalo, New York, she earned her BA in
Math/Physics/Education from D'Youville College. She was in the
Buffalo Carmelite Community 1951-1956, leaving for health reasons.
Before entering the Grey Nuns of the Sacred Heart in 1958, she
served on the faculty of Catholic University, Washington, DC for a
year.
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From Catholic University, she received a Masters in
Mathematics/Philosophy and a Doctorate in Mathematics/Biology/
Biometrics.
Sister Rosalie was in administration and on the faculty of Sacred
Heart Junior College in Yardley, PA for ten years. She taught at
D'Youville Academy in Chamblee, GA and was an Associate
Professor of Mathematics for four years at D'Youville College.
In addition to her religious family, Sister Rosalie is survived by nieces
and nephews. In lieu of flowers contributions may be made to the
Grey Nuns of the Sacred Heart, 1750 Quarry Rd., Yardley, PA 190673998.
Wake Service was at 7 PM on Sunday, June 17 and the funeral Mass
was at 10 AM on Monday, June 18 in Sacred Heart Chapel at the
Grey Nunsʼ Motherhouse in Yardley, PA.
Burial was in Resurrection Cemetery in Bensalem, PA.
Funeral arrangements by Beck Givnish
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